simultaneous onset of the two signals (i.e., 0 ms delay). All combination-sensitive units were in the intermediate nucleus of the NLL (INLL), which in bats is a Combination-sensitive neurons integrate specific spectral and temporal elements in biologically important hypertrophied structure that projects strongly to combination-sensitive neurons in the ICC. Thus, the comsounds, and they may underlie the analysis of biosonar and social vocalizations. Combination-sensitive neubination-sensitive neurons in the INLL may impart their response properties onto ICC neurons. However, rons are found in the forebrain of a variety of vertebrates. In the mustached bat, they also occur in the the small number of facilitatory combination-sensitive neurons in the NLL suggests that the majority of these central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICC). However, it is not known where combination-sensitive combinatorial responses originate in the ICC.
INTRODUCTION
units in the NLL. The majority (82%) of units had a single excitatory frequency tuning curve. Seven units Acoustic communication in many animals depends on had two separate excitatory frequency tuning curves spectrally and temporally complex sounds that provide but displayed no combinatorial interaction. Twelve biologically relevant information to conspecifics. Analunits were combination-sensitive. Of these, three units ysis of these sounds begins at the cochlea, where the were facilitated by the combination of two separate complex sounds are separated into narrowband frefrequency bands and nine units were inhibited by comquency components. This frequency-by-frequency repbinatorial stimuli. The three facilitatory neurons had resentation is maintained in the auditory nerve and excitatory responses tuned to the second harmonic at low levels of the ascending auditory system. In the constant frequency (CF2, 57-60 kHz) component of auditory nerve and cochlear nucleus, spectral and temthe biosonar signal and were facilitated by a second poral elements of complex sounds are represented by signal within the first harmonic (Hl, (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) of the discharge patterns of neurons in the form of ratethe biosonar call. Most of the inhibitory interactions place or temporal-place codes ; occurred between signals in the frequency bands asso- Sachs and Young 1979; Miller and Sachs 1983 ; Sinex ciated with the frequency-modulated (FM) compoand Geisler 1983; Delgutte and Kiang 1984a, b, c ; nents of the biosonar call. The strongest combinatorial Blackburn and Sachs 1990). However, by the level of effects (facilitatory and inhibitory) were elicited by auditory cortex, there is evidence that the encoding and representation of complex sounds is performed by (CF2, 57-60 kHz; CF3, 88-90 kHz; CF4, 117-al. 1978; Fuzessery and Feng 1983; Schreiner and Cynader 1984; Margoliash and Fortune 1992;  120 kHz) is facilitated or inhibited by simultaneous onset of a second signal in the frequency range of the Rauschecker et al. 1995; Sutter and Schreiner 1991; Ohl and Scheich 1997; Rauschecker 1998; Brosch et first harmonic (Hl, (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) of the biosonar call. A distinguishing feature of Hl-CF neurons is their Fritz 2000; Kadia et al. 2000 .
One form of spectral integration present in the temporal tuning. The majority of Hl-CF neurons are selective for delays of 0 ms (simultaneous onset of the forebrain of a variety of vertebrates is performed by combination-sensitive neurons. These neurons respond two signals), regardless of whether they show facilitatory or inhibitory combinatorial interactions (Suga et best to combinations of spectrally separate elements in complex sounds when the elements are in an approal. 1983; Olsen and Suga 1991a; Fitzpatrick et al. 1993; Portfors and Wenstrup 1999; ). priate temporal relationship. Furthermore, combinatorial neurons are selective for particular spectral and FM-FM and Hl-CF neurons are known to occur in the auditory cortex Suga 1979, 1982 ; temporal combinations of elements within species-specific vocalizations. This selectivity often supports the Suga et al. , 1983 Edamatsu and Suga 1993; Fitzpatrick et al. 1993 Fitzpatrick et al. , 1998 , neurons' abilities to discriminate among social vocalizations (Margoliash and Fortune 1992; Ohlemiller et the medial geniculate body (MGB) (Olsen and Suga 1991a, b; Yan and Suga 1996; Esser et al. 1997; Rauschecker et al. 1995; Rauschecker 1998) . Moreover, it has been suggested the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICC) (Mittmann and Wenstrup 1995; Yan and Suga 1996 ; that combination-sensitive neurons underlie the encoding of phonemic elements of speech sounds Portfors and of the mustached bat. In the ICC, over 75% of the neurons in the 72-87- Sussman et al. 1998) . Although combination-sensitive response properties have been described kHz (FM3) frequency representation are combinationsensitive, with more than half displaying facilitatory in the forebrain of a variety of vertebrates, it is unclear where in the ascending auditory pathway these combiinteractions and about 25% displaying inhibitory combinatorial interactions (Portfors and Wenstrup 1999). natorial response properties emerge. This study investigates whether combination-sensitive neurons occur Furthermore combination-sensitive neurons have been found in frequency representations of the ICC in the auditory brainstem of the mustached bat.
There are many types of combination-sensitive neuthat are not involved in sonar analyses, suggesting that these combinatorial response properties may be rons in the auditory system of the mustached bat, each of which is characterized by particular frequency tuninvolved in the analysis of social communication calls (Leroy and Wenstrup 2000) . ing and temporal tuning. One type of combinationsensitive neuron that has receive much attention is the While it is unknown whether combination-sensitive neurons exist in the auditory brainstem, it is clear that FM-FM neuron. The frequency tuning of this neuron corresponds to frequencies contained in the frecombination sensitivity is a common response property of neurons in the midbrain and forebrain. In this study, quency-modulated (FM) components of the mustached bat's multiharmonic biosonar call. FM-FM we examined responses of single neurons in the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus (NLL) to combination stimuli neurons have excitatory frequency tuning curves in the 48-56 kHz (FM2), the 72-87-kHz (FM3) or the to examine whether combination-sensitive neurons are present in the auditory brainstem of the mustached 96-116-kHz (FM4) bands and are facilitated or inhibited by a low-frequency signal within the frequency bat. We focused on responses in the NLL because its neurons form the largest group of brainstem neurons band of the first harmonic FM (FM1, 24-29 kHz). Facilitatory FM-FM neurons have the characteristic projecting to the ICC ). Therefore, if the NLL does not contain combination-sensifeature that they are selective for delays between the FM1 signal and the higher-frequency signal of 1-20 ms tive neurons, it is more likely that combinationsensitive neurons are created in the ICC. and thus have been implicated in the representation of target distance O'Neill and Suga 1982; Suga and Horikawa 1986; Edamatsu and Suga 1993) . Inhibitory FM-FM neurons are selective
METHODS
for 0-ms delays but their functional importance is unclear (O'Neill 1985; Portfors and Wenstrup 1999;  Responses to single tone bursts and combinations of tone bursts were recorded from single units histologiWenstrup 1999).
There also are combination-sensitive neurons that cally localized to the NLL of seven mustached bats (Pteronotus parnellii rubiginosa) captured in Trinidad are tuned to the constant frequency (CF) components and Tobago. All experimental procedures were model 4135, Naerum, Denmark) was placed in the location of the bat's head during recording sessions. approved by the Northeastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee.
There was a smooth, consistent decrease of 2.7 dB per 10 kHz from 10 kHz to 120 kHz. Based on fast Fourier transform analyses, distortion components were not Surgical procedures detectable 60 dB below the peak signal level. Single unit responses were recorded with tracerBats were anesthetized with methoxyflurane inhalation (Metofane, Pitman-Moore, Inc., Mundelein, IL) filled micropipette electrodes (5-20 M⍀ resistance). The electrodes were filled with either dextran-conjuin combination with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal 5 mg/kg, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL) and gated rhodamine, dextran rhodamine green, biotin dextran amine (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), or acepromazine (2 mg/kg; Med-Tech, Inc., Buffalo, NY) injected intraperitoneally. The skull was exposed by Fluoro-Gold (Fluorochrome Inc., Engleweed, CO) in 1 M NaCl (or 0.9% NaCl when using Fluoro-Gold). The reflecting the overlying skin and muscles, and a metal pin was cemented onto the skull with cyanoacrylate action potentials were amplified, filtered (bandpass, 500-6000 Hz), and fed to a window discriminator to ensure a uniform positioning of the head in the stereotaxic apparatus. A tungsten reference electrode (Frederick Haer, model 74-60-3, Bowdoinham, ME), audiomonitor, and oscilloscope. The pulse output of was implanted into the right cerebral cortex and cemented in place, and a small hole (usually less than the window discriminator was digitized at 10 kHz (National Instruments, model NB-MIO-16X) for quan-0.5 mm) was cut in the skull overlying the cerebellum. We applied a local anesthetic (lidocaine, Elkins-Sinns, titative data analysis including poststimulus time (PST) histograms, raster displays, and statistics on the neural Inc., Cherry Hill, NJ) and a topical antibiotic to the open tissue, returned the bat to its cage, and allowed responses. Each PST histogram was generated from the discharges evoked by 32 presentations of a stimulus the bat to recover for at least one day prior to electrophysiological recordings.
at a particular set of stimulus parameters. The electrode was aimed stereotaxically and advanced using a Kopf hydraulic microdrive. Electrode Acoustic stimulation and single unit recordings penetrations into the NLL typically passed through the inferior colliculus. To avoid recording from fibers, During recording sessions the awake bat was restrained in a custom-made Plexiglas restraining apparatus we monitored the shape of the waveform and collected only data from units that appeared to be cell bodies molded with foam to fit the animal's body. The bats typically remained quiet in the restraining apparatus on the basis of the biphasic nature of the spike waveform (e.g., Hubel 1960). Potentials from fibers had and showed no signs of pain or discomfort. If the bat struggled or showed signs of discomfort, the recording less complex waveforms, shorter waveform duration, and shorter latencies than cell body potentials. Only session was terminated and the bat returned to its cage. The restraining apparatus and stereotaxic device data collected from well-isolated single units are described here. By analyzing the shape of the wavewere contained in a heated (27ЊC) acoustic chamber that was covered inside with polyurethane foam. Sound form, we are confident that we were recording from only one unit even when excitatory responses were stimuli were presented by a leaf tweeter speaker placed 10 cm away from the bat at 0Њ elevation and 25Њ into elicited from signals in two separate frequency bands. Whenever a single unit was isolated, the following the sound field contralateral to the lateral lemniscus under investigation. Acoustic stimulation and data tests were performed. We first used audiovisual methods to determine the best frequency (BF, the frequency acquisition were controlled from outside the recording chamber by a computer running custom-made applicarequiring the lowest intensity to elicit stimulus-locked spikes) and threshold (the lowest intensity required tions within the Labview environment (National Instruments Inc., Austin, TX). Two separate tone burst to elicit one or more spikes to each of five consecutive stimuli) of the unit using tone burst stimuli. Tones stimuli (3-30-ms duration, 0.5-ms rise time, 4/s) were generated by separate arbitrary waveform generators were presented instead of FM sweeps so that we could generate frequency tuning curves and obtain BF for (Wavetek, model 395, San Diego, CA) 1999, 2000) . to the speaker in the recording chamber. The acoustic system was calibrated several times over the course of Using a two-tone stimulus paradigm, neurons were then tested for sensitivity to combinations of tones the study. A calibrated microphone (Bruel & Kjaer, across the bat's audible range. One tone was set at BF brain was dissected and blocked in a consistent plane, inclined about 15Њ from dorsal and caudal to ventral and at 10 dB above threshold; the frequency, intensity, and relative timing of a second tone were varied. If a and rostral (Wenstrup and Grose 1995; Portfors and Wenstrup 2000) . Before sectioning, the brain was facilitatory or inhibitory interaction was obtained, the frequencies, intensities, and timing of the two signals refrigerated overnight in a 30% sucrose-phosphate buffer solution. Brains were sectioned transversely on were adjusted to obtain the strongest combinatorial effect. Quantitative tests were then performed, using a freezing microtome at a thickness of 40 m. Sections were collected into cold 0.1 M phosphate buffer or the previously determined stimulus parameters, to assess the strength of the combination-sensitive interphosphate-buffered saline.
To visualize both fluorescent tracers and biotin dexaction and its sensitivity to delay between the two interacting signals. Typically, the intensity of the BF tone was tran amine (BDA), every third section was processed by a different protocol. The first two were processed 10 dB above threshold and the facilitating or inhibiting second tone was 10 dB above the threshold for facilitato visualize fluorescence and the third for BDA. The first two series were mounted, cleared, and covertion or inhibition. Response magnitude data were collected only for this one combination of frequencies slipped with DPX mounting medium. Fluorescent labeling was viewed with an Olympus BH-2 microscope and intensities. Data were collected in the following conditions: no stimulus (to measure spontaneous activand the appropriate filter combinations. BDA deposits were visualized using an avidin-biotin-peroxidase ity), BF tone alone, facilitating or inhibiting tone alone, and then to the combination of the two signals procedure (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Heavy metal-intensified diaminobenzidine was used as at different delays. For each stimulus condition, neural responses to 32 presentations were collected. The chromogen. The third series was also counterstained with cresyl violet to draw cytoarchitectonic boundaries. delay between the two signals that elicited the strongest effect (facilitation or inhibition) was defined as the We followed the cytoarchitectural boundaries ( Fig. 1 ) described by Zook and Casseday (1982a) for the dorsal neuron's best delay. A neuron was considered combination-sensitive if the response to the two tones was nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) and the intermediate nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (INLL). The 20% more or 20% less than the sum of the responses to the single tones (Portfors and Wenstrup 1999; one deviation we made from Zook and Casseday's nomenclature was for the ventral nucleus of the lateral Wenstrup 1999). The neuron's frequency tuning curves to the single stimuli and the combination stimlemniscus (VNLL). We identified the columnar region of the VNLL (VNLLc) as the area containing small uli were then obtained. Once combination-sensitive tests were finished, more detailed properties of spherical cells arranged in a columnar fashion. All other parts of the VNLL were identified as the multiporesponses to single tones were determined if time permitted. Rate-level functions were obtained by plotting lar region (VNLLm). Similar divisions have been identified in the VNLL of the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus spike counts evoked by 32 presentations of BF tone bursts at intensities ranging from threshold to 40-50 (Covey and Casseday 1986) . dB above threshold in 10-dB increments. Response latency was measured at 30 dB above threshold as the time of occurrence of the sharp change in slope of RESULTS the cumulative PST histogram.
Responses to single tones Histological procedures
To confirm that the single unit recordings were from
We recorded from 101 histologically localized single units in the NLL. We recorded 23 units in the DNLL, the NLL, we made iontophoretic deposits of tracers. At the end of a penetration, we made the deposits 54 units in the INLL, 8 units in the VNLLc, and 16 units in the VNLLm. The distribution of best frequenusing positive current (ϩ10 A, 1 min to blow off the tip of the electrode; ϩ5 A, 5-10 min of intermittent cies across all subdivisions of the NLL is shown in Figure 2A . We summed the number of neurons over current for the deposit). Two deposits were made for each electrode penetration to aid in reconstructing a frequency bin width of 5 kHz for presentation purposes, keeping the units with BFs corresponding to the electrode track. After 4-6 tracer deposits in the NLL on each side of the brain, the experiment was the second harmonic, constant frequency component (CF2) of the Trinidadian mustached bats sonar signal terminated and the bat perfused. The bat was deeply anesthetized with Nembutal (Ͼ60 mg/kg IP). Once (57-60 kHz) together. The majority (82%) of neurons in the NLL had a single excitatory frequency tuning nociceptive reflexes were eliminated, the chest cavity was opened and the animal perfused through the heart curve and their BF is plotted. For units with multiple frequency tuning curves, only the frequency with the with phosphate buffer and 4% paraformaldehyde. The Response latencies to BF tones, measured at 30 dB above threshold, are shown in Figure 2B . For the 68 units in which we measured latency, the range was between 3 and 22 ms with a mean of 6.1 (SD 3.3) ms. lowest threshold is plotted in Figure 2A . The distribution of BFs in our sample had two peaks. The largest
The mean value, however, is skewed by the presence of a few very long latency values. As illustrated in Figure  peak was at 56-60 kHz, the frequency band associated with the CF2 sonar component. The second peak in 2B, the majority of latencies were concentrated between 4 and 5 ms. Both the mode and the median the frequency distribution was at 25-30 kHz. These frequencies correspond to those contained in the funof the sample were 5 ms. This distribution of response latency is similar to that found in the big brown bat damental harmonic (Hl) of the bat's biosonar signal. We also examined the distribution of BFs in DNLL, (Covey and Casseday 1991; Haplea et al. 1994 ). When we compared the response latencies in the individual INLL, VNLLm, and VNLLc individually. In the DNLL and INLL, where we have the largest number of neusubdivisions, we found that while neurons with the shortest latencies were found in all the subdivisions, rons, the BFs were broadly distributed with one distribution peak between 56-60 kHz and a second peak neurons with the longest latencies were mostly found in INLL. In INLL, the range of latencies was 3-22 ms, at 25-30 kHz. In the VNLLm and VNLLc, all the neurons we recorded had BFs of 56-60 kHz or higher.
while the range of latencies was 4-6 ms in DNLL, 3-10 ms in VNLLm, and 4-13 ms in VNLLc. As we were This is most likely a sampling bias and not an indication that lower frequencies are not represented in the focusing our study on responses to combinatorial stimuli, we did not assess the variability in latency with VNLLm and VNLLc. frequency or intensity. In both the mustached bat (O'Neill et al. 1992 ) and big brown bat (Covey 1993; Covey and Casseday 1991; Haplea et al. 1994) , neurons in VNLLc respond with constant latencies, even with large variations in frequency and intensity.
The discharge patterns of neurons in the different subdivisions were similar to those that have been described previously in the big brown bat (Covey 1993; Covey and Casseday 1991; Haplea et al. 1994) . The most predictable responses were in the VNLLc, in which all eight neurons responded with an onset discharge pattern. In DNLL, INLL, and VNLLm, responses were not as consistent. In DNLL and INLL, about two-thirds of the neurons responded in a sustained manner (DNLL, 65%; INLL, 62%). In VNLLm, half of the neurons had sustained responses.
Seven single units showed complex frequency tuning to single tone stimuli without any combinatorial facilitatory or inhibitory interaction. These neurons had excitatory responses to two different frequency bands that were separated by an octave or more. Figure  3 illustrates two of these single units. The neuron in Figure 3A had a best frequency of 58.9 kHz and a threshold of 14 dB SPL. It also responded to 28.6 kHz with a threshold of 47 dB SPL. The neuron shown in Figure 3B had a best frequency of 34.5 kHz and a threshold of 18 dB SPL. This unit also responded to 61.3 kHz and had a threshold of 27 dB. The neuron in Figure 3B shows that the two excitatory frequency bands were not limited to frequencies contained within the biosonar signal. Although 61.3 kHz is in the very upper range of the Trinidadian mustached mustached bat contain energy in the 34.5-kHz range . The best frequencies of the seven neurons with two excitatory atory response of inhibitory neurons was inhibited by the presentation of a second tone burst stimulus. Multiply tuned neurons had two excitatory frequency tuning curves with no combinatorial interaction.
DISCUSSION
To understand the mechanisms underlying combinacurve in Figure 5B shows that the strongest facilitation occurred when the two tones had simultaneous onset tion-sensitive response properties in the auditory system, it is important to study these responses at their times. The three facilitatory combination-sensitive neurons had similar frequency and temporal response point of creation. Although combination sensitivity is known to be a common property of neurons in the properties. First, they were all tuned to the second harmonic constant frequency (CF2) component of the ICC of the mustached bat (Mittmann and Wenstrup 1995; Portfors and Wenstrup 1999), previous studies bat's biosonar signal. Second, all the units were facilitated by a second signal within the Hl (24-30 kHz)
have not examined any of the lower brainstem nuclei for similar combinatorial neurons. The purpose of this frequency band. Third, all the units showed the strongest facilitation with simultaneous presentation of the study was to assess whether combination-sensitive neurons are present in the NLL. We focused on the NLL two sounds. This temporal selectivity is also a characteristic of facilitatory combination-sensitive neurons in because of the finding that the NLL has the largest number (Ͼ50%) of brainstem neurons that project the 60-kHz frequency representation of the ICC (Portfors and Wenstrup 1999), MGB (Olsen and Suga to combination-sensitive neurons in the ICC of the mustached bat ). In particular, 1991a; Wenstrup 1999), and auditory cortex (Suga et al. 1983; Fitzpatrick et al. 1993) Responses to single tones in the NLL combination-sensitive response. This neuron responded best to 55.9 kHz and had a threshold of 45
In echolocating bats, the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus are hypertrophied and highly differentiated. The four dB SPL. Its response was suppressed almost 100% by the simultaneous presentation of a 29-kHz sound at separate cell groups comprising the NLL in bats are easily distinguished from one another on the basis of an intensity of 50 dB SPL. All of the units except one were tuned to excitatory frequencies contained in the the arrangement and morphology of their neurons (Zook and Casseday 1982a; Covey and Casseday 1986). FM component of the bat's biosonar signal. Four units had best frequencies in the 48-56-kHz (FM2) range, The INLL is particularly hypertrophied and forms a conspicuous protrusion on the lateral side of the brainthree had best high frequencies in the 72-87-kHz (FM3) range, and one had a best high frequency of stem. Also prominent is the VNLLc because of its high
FIG. 5.
Characteristic features of combination-sensitive neurons in ms indicates simultaneous onset of the two tones. All three facilitatory the NLL. A Frequency tuning curves. The solid line is the excitatory neurons were most strongly facilitated at simultaneous onset of the tuning curve to the high-frequency signals. This unit did not respond to two signals (0 ms delay). C Frequency tuning of an inhibitory combinalow-frequency signals presented alone. Dashed line is the facilitatory tion-sensitive neuron. To obtain the inhibitory frequency tuning curve, low-frequency tuning curve. This tuning curve was obtained by holdthe frequency and amplitude of the BF signal was held constant and ing the high-frequency tone at BF and 10 dB above threshold as the frequencies and amplitudes causing inhibition were documented. illustrated by the X. B Delay tuning of the facilitatory combination-D Delay tuning of the inhibitory neuron. All 9 inhibitory units were sensitive response. The onset of the high-frequency signal was held most strongly inhibited at simultaneous onset of the two stimuli (0 constant and the onset time of the lower-frequency signal varied. 0 ms delay).
packing density of small, spherical-shaped cells and ventrally (Covey and Casseday 1986) . Nonecholocating mammals have the same basic cell types as in the their distribution in columns. Although all echolocating bats studied to date have the same cell populations bat INLL and VNLL, but there is a less clear segregation between the INLL and VNLL (Adams 1979) . Simiin INLL and VNLL, the distribution of cell types in VNLL varies among species. In the mustached bat, the lar to bats, echolocating dolphins have a hypertrophied INLL and VNLL, and the VNLL is differentiated VNLLc is the most ventral of the nuclei, but, in the big brown bat, the VNLLc is located between the INLL into columnar and multipolar cell regions (Zook et al. 1988) . This similarity between echolocating species and the VNLLm so that the VNLLm is located most and the returning echoes. Although we recorded from only a small number of neurons in VNLLc, these neurons had onset responses as have previously been described in the VNLLc of the mustached bat (O'Neill et al. 1992) , and the big brown bat (Covey and Casseday 1991; Haplea et al. 1994 ). As our focus was on testing for combinatorial responses, we did not assess whether neurons in the VNLLc had constant latencies with variations in frequency or intensity.
The discharge patterns and frequency tuning of neurons we recorded in the INLL and VNLL in the mustached bat were similar to responses reported in the big brown bat (Covey and Casseday 1991; Haplea et al. 1994) . These neurons showed both sustained and transient responses. Variability in response type is common for the INLL and VNLLm in the big brown bat, horseshoe bat, and cat (Aitkin et al. 1970; Metzner and Radtke-Schuller 1987; Covey and Casseday 1991) . About two-thirds of the neurons we recorded in the DNLL and INLL and half the neurons in VNLLm had sustained responses. In the big brown bat, it has been suggested that sustained, nonadapting responses may play a role in marking the duration of specific components in the biosonar signal and returning echoes (Covey 1993) . This may also be true in the mustached bat. In the horseshoe bat VNLLm, all the neurons have BFs within the range of the CF component of the biosonar call, suggesting that this nucleus is specialized for processing the CF components of the biosonar call (Metzner and Radtke-Schuller 1987) . In the mus- (n ϭ 12) of neurons in the DNLL and INLL of the rufous horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus rouxi) that had harmonically related excitation maxima. In half of the neurons, the best frequencies were not correlated with suggests that much of the neural processing performed by the INLL and VNLL is important for any harmonic components of the bat's echolocation signal, suggesting that these neurons may play a role echolocation.
Some of the clearest evidence of specialization in analyzing other complex sounds. The other half of the neurons had best frequencies within the ranges related to echolocation has been described in the VNLLc of the big brown bat (Covey and Casseday of the harmonic components in the biosonar signal. There are no published reports on whether combina-1991; Haplea et al. 1994) . Neurons in the VNLLc lack spontaneous activity and always respond with only one tion-sensitive neurons exist in the NLL or ICC of the rufous horseshoe bat. However, the auditory cortex of spike per stimulus. The latency of the spike is precisely locked to the onset of the stimulus and remains conthe rufous horseshoe bat contains combination-sensitive neurons that have response features similar to the stant over large variations in frequency or intensity (Covey and Casseday 1991) . These neurons provide Hl-CF and FM-FM neurons found in the mustached bat (Schuller et al. 1991) . As with the mustached bat, an extremely precise marker of the time of onset of a sound and may be important for providing timing the facilitatory FM-FM neurons in the horseshoe bat show a range of best delays, and these neurons have markers for specific portions of the bat's biosonar call also been implicated in the analysis of target distance nonzero delays may be an emergent property of facilitatory FM-FM neurons in the ICC of the mustached information (Schuller et al. 1991) .
The horseshoe bat and the mustached bat both bat.
There is some evidence that delay-tuned neurons use multiharmonic biosonar signals composed of a constant frequency (CF) component followed by a freoccur in the NLL of two different species of echolocating bats. In the big brown bat, where recording sites quency-modulated (FM) sweep to forage in highly cluttered environments. The main difference between the were localized, delay-tuned neurons were found in the DNLL (Covey 1993). Although delay-tuned neurons two biosonar signals is in their harmonic composition. The mustached bat's signal contains up to five harmonhave been reported to occur in the NLL of the little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus), it is unclear where these ics (fundamental frequency ϳ30 kHz), whereas the horseshoe bat's call contains only two harmonics (funare located (Suga and Schlegel 1973) . In the big brown bat and the little brown bat, delay-tuned neurons damental frequency ϳ38 kHz). The spectral interactions of combination-sensitive neurons in the respond to the same FM harmonic in the simulated pulse and echo (Sullivan 1982a, b; Feng et al. 1978 ; horseshoe bat are the same as those in the mustached bat, in that only combinations of the fundamental Dear et al. 1993) . In contrast to combination-sensitive neurons in the mustached bat, delay-tuned neurons harmonic with a higher harmonic elicit facilitated responses. Although mustached bats (New World famin these other bat species respond in a facilitated manner to the second of two identical sounds (typically ily Mormoopidae) and horseshoe bats (Old World family Rhinolophidae) are not closely related phylogedownward FM sweeps) when it occurs at a specific time after the first sound. While showing temporal netically, these species show a convergence of biosonar signals and the spectral integrative response properties selectivity, delay-tuned neurons in big brown and little brown bats do not show the same spectral integrative involved in analyzing these signals (Schuller et al. 1991) . These bat species may have evolved combinatoproperties that are found in combination-sensitive neurons in the mustached bat. rial response properties independently or it may be that combination sensitivity is a common neuronal Facilitatory FM-FM neurons in the mustached bat are tuned to delays between 1 and 20 ms. These neumechanism among a variety of species.
rons respond best when the low-frequency signal (emitted pulse) is presented 1-20 ms before the high-
Facilitatory responses to combinations of tones frequency signal (returning echo). Recent evidence in the NLL
suggests that delay-tuned neurons in the ICC act as coincidence detectors in that facilitation is generated Only three neurons in the NLL exhibited facilitatory combination sensitivity. These facilitatory neurons had by the low and high-frequency excitation occurring simultaneously at the delay-tuned neuron (Portfors two distinctive features: Their best frequencies to tones were in the 60-kHz range, and they were facilitated by and Wenstrup 1999). For coincidence to occur, the excitation in response to the low-frequency signal must simultaneous presentation of a second tone burst in the 26-29-kHz frequency range. These frequency and be neurally delayed to coincide with the acoustically delayed excitation in response to the high-frequency temporal tuning properties are similar to those of Hl-CF neurons found in the ICC (Portfors and signal. Therefore, the latencies of the excitation in response to the low-frequency signals should show, in Wenstrup 1999), MGB (Olsen and Suga 1991a; , and auditory cortex general, longer latencies than the response latencies to the higher-frequency signals. This is indeed the case 1983; Fitzpatrick et al. 1993) . Hl-CF neurons are typically selective for delays of 0 ms. Some of these neurons in the ICC. Among delay-tuned neurons that show an excitatory response to the low-frequency signal alone, are thought to play a role in analyzing relative velocity, partly because of the relative frequency tuning of the the response latencies range between 6 and 30 ms, whereas latencies to the high-frequency signals range CF signals (Suga et al. , 1983 Olsen and Suga 1991a; Fitzpatrick et al. 1993 ). Facilitatory FMbetween 4 and 12 ms (Portfors and Wenstrup 1999 . Furthermore, the coincidence hypothesis is supported FM neurons, on the other hand, have less sharp frequency tuning and also have a broad range of best by the finding that the difference between the low and high-frequency response latencies is highly correlated delays Edamatsu and Suga 1989; Fitzpatrick et al. 1993 Fitzpatrick et al. , 1998  with the best delay of the delay-tuned neuron. Presently, it is unclear how the longer response Portfors and Wenstrup 1999; Wenstrup 1999). We did not find any facilitatory neurons that were either tuned latencies to the low-frequency signals in the ICC are created. The longer latencies may be generated in to FM frequencies or tuned to nonzero delays, even though 17, 20, and 7 neurons in our sample had excitauditory brainstem nuclei or by the postsynaptic response of the delay-tuned neurons in the ICC. An atory frequency tuning curves in the FM2, FM3, and FM4 ranges, respectively. This suggests that tuning to examination of the latencies in the NLL can provide anterior ventral cochlear nucleus and the posterior ventral cochlear nucleus but not from the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), which projects directly to the ICC (Adams 1979; Ryugo et al. 1981; Casseday 1982b, 1987; Ryugo and Willard 1985) . Combination-sensitive neurons may occur in the DCN and their projections to the ICC may pass along these combination-sensitive response properties. Therefore, it is necessary to test neurons in the DCN for combination sensitivity to address this issue. However, we have additional recent evidence to suggest that combinationsensitive facilitation is created in the ICC. Iontophoretic application of strychnine (a glycine antagonist) onto facilitatory combination-sensitive neurons in the ICC eliminated or significantly reduced the facilitated response in 100% of the neurons tested (Wenstrup and Leroy 2001) . This suggests that a glycinergic input contributes significantly to creating the facilitated (1999, 2000) and Leroy and Wenstrup (2000) .
the NLL
Nine percent of the neurons we recorded in the NLL showed inhibitory combination-sensitive responses. an indication of whether the longer latencies to the low-frequency signals are created in the brainstem or However, if we consider only responses in the INLL, where all the combination-sensitive neurons were in the ICC. Figure 6 compares the predicted low-frequency latencies among delay-tuned ICC neurons with recorded, the inhibitory combination-sensitive responses comprised 17% of all the responses. The the measured latencies of NLL neurons. We must predict the low-frequency latencies in the ICC because excitatory response at BF of these neurons was inhibited by simultaneous presentation of a second sound most cells do not respond to low-frequency signals presented alone. Because best delay is highly correin a frequency band at least an octave away from BF. Thus, the inhibitory effects were not due to broadly lated with the difference between the low-frequency latency and the high-frequency latency (Portfors and tuned inhibitory domains near BF. The inhibitory combinatorial responses in the NLL were similar to Wenstrup 1999), we can predict a neuron's low-frequency latency of excitation based on its best delay the inhibitory FM-FM responses that occur in the ICC (Portfors and Wenstrup 1999). The excitatory BFs of and measured high-frequency latency. Figure 6A shows the range of low-frequency latencies predicted for a the inhibitory combination-sensitive neurons in the NLL were nearly all in the frequency representations population of delay-tuned neurons with best delays between 1 and 20 ms. Most latencies are in the range related to the bat's FM components in the sonar signal (48-56 or 72-87 kHz), and the frequencies that 6-24 ms, extending up to 30 ms. In the NLL, latencies are as long as 22 ms, but nearly all NLL neurons had evoked the inhibition were in the FM1 range. This type of combinatorial inhibition, which has latencies below 8 ms (Fig. 6B ). This comparison suggests that, at least for many of the longer best delay been documented in the ICC (O'Neill 1985; Portfors and , the MGB (Wenstrup 1999) neurons, the excitation from the low-frequency signal must be further delayed in the ICC.
and now in the NLL of the mustached bat, is different from most inhibitory response areas previously Figure 7 illustrates that there is a dramatic increase in the percentage of facilitatory combination-sensitive described in other mammals using two-tone testing paradigms. While many of these tests are performed neurons between the NLL and ICC, suggesting that most facilitatory responses emerge at the level of the with two overlapping tones of different frequencies, most inhibitory regions occur close to the excitatory ICC. However, it is unknown whether there are combination-sensitive neurons in other brainstem nuclei, regions around BF. In the cochlear nucleus, inhibition is usually studied with single tones because most neusuch as the cochlear nucleus, because neurons in these regions have yet to be thoroughly tested with combinarons are spontaneously active, but Rhode and Greenberg (1994) used a two-tone paradigm and tion stimuli. The NLL receives projections from the showed that all the neurons had simple inhibitory combination-sensitive neurons decreases between the ICC and the MGB (Portfors and Wenstrup 2000). response areas immediately higher and lower than BF. This simple "center-surround" inhibitory band structure is also common in the ICC of nonecholocating Spectral integrative response properties in the mammals (e.g., Ehret and Merzenich 1988) . Recently, ascending auditory system of other mammals Sutter and colleagues (1999) showed that neurons in the dorsal part of primary auditory cortex of cat have
In the mustached bat auditory cortex, combination complex inhibitory spectral response fields in which sensitivity is a common response property. Although the inhibitory band structures range from a single once considered specialized for the analysis of sonar band to more than four distinct inhibitory regions.
information in this bat, combination-sensitive neurons Many of the neurons had inhibitory regions that were in the mustached bat's auditory cortex are now known not near the excitatory BF, similar to the combinationto also be selective for different social vocalizations sensitive inhibitory neurons in the mustached bat.
( Ohlemiller et al. 1996; Esser et al. 1997) . CombinaNeurons in dorsal primary auditory cortex of cat also tion sensitivity is also now known to be a common show dual frequency tuning (Sutter and Schreiner response property in the ICC of the mustached bat. 1991) and sensitivity for broadband or noise stimuli These responses occur throughout the frequency rep- (Middlebrooks and Zook 1983) . All of these response resentations involved in sonar analyses (Mittmann and features suggest that neurons in dorsal primary audiWenstrup 1995; Portfors and Wenstrup 1999) and also tory cortex of cat integrate across frequencies and are throughout nonsonar frequency representations involved in analyzing spectrally complex sounds. Some (Leroy and Wenstrup 2000) . Combination sensitivity neurons in the MGB of cat show complex inhibitory in ICC frequency bands not related to sonar may proresponse areas similar to those described in primary vide for neural selectivity among different social vocalauditory cortex (Imig et al. 1997) , however it remains izations. Whether neurons in the ICC of the mustached to be seen whether complex inhibitory response areas bat show selectivity to social vocalizations remains to are common in the ICC of cat.
be tested. We suggest that combination sensitivity in The functional roles of inhibitory combination-senthe ICC may not be specific for the analysis of sonar sitive neurons in the NLL or ICC of mustached bat are signals in the mustached bat but, instead, may be a unclear. Recently, we suggested that inhibitory FM-FM fundamental mechanism underlying spectral integraneurons in the ICC may modify facilitatory FM-FM tion of complex sounds, including social vocalizations. responses in the ICC or MGB (Portfors and Wenstrup
That there are only a few facilitatory combination-1999). Facilitatory FM-FM neurons in the ICC can be sensitive responses in the NLL suggests that the majorclassified into two populations based on their best ity of combination-sensitive responses originate in the delay (Olsen and Suga 1991b; Portfors and Wenstrup ICC. In other mammalian species, similar combinato-1999). These groups are referred to as short best delay rial response properties have been described in secneurons and long best delay neurons. Short best delay ondary cortical areas (Rauschecker et al. 1995 ; neurons respond best to delays between 0 and 6 ms, Rauschecker 1998) and there is increasing evidence whereas long best delay neurons respond best to delays for spectral integration in mammalian primary cortical between 6 and 20 ms. The characteristic difference areas (Sutter and Schreiner 1991; Wang et al. 1995 ; between the two populations is that long best delay Brosch et al. 1999; Fritz 2000; Kadia et al. 2000) . These neurons show a strong period of inhibition that prespectral integrative response properties have been cedes the facilitation. This inhibition is strongest at described as either emerging in auditory cortex as a 0 ms best delay. In addition, the time course of the result of intracortical projections from tonotopic areas inhibition is similar to the time course seen in inhibirepresenting diverse frequencies (Kadia et al. 2000) tory combination-sensitive neurons both in the NLL or as primarily emerging in secondary auditory cortex and the ICC. It is possible that the inhibitory FM-FM (Rauschecker et al. 1995; Rauschecker 1998) . Howneurons in the NLL provide a dominant excitatory ever, it is possible that spectral integrative responses input to long best delay neurons in the ICC. This occur in the ICC of mammals other than bats, but this excitatory input from the inhibitory combination-senhas yet to be fully explored. sitive neurons would generate a period of inhibition prior to subsequent facilitation at a longer delay. This hypothesis requires testing before the role of inhibi-ACKNOWLEDGMENTS tory combination-sensitive neurons will be clear. However, the hypothesis that inhibitory combinationWe thank C. Grose for helping with histological reconstrucsensitive neurons may modify the response properties tion of the recording sites, D. Gans for technical assistance, of facilitatory FM-FM neurons is made more intriguand the two anonymous reviewers for helpful comments. We are grateful to the government of Trinidad and Tobago for ing by the finding that the percentage of inhibitory
